This Revolutionary Subliminal Messages Video Series Works INSTANTLY

"Let's Face It: Customers Are Sick To
Death of Pop-Ups, Fly-Ins, and PopUnders!!!"
So That Means They're Probably Running From Your
Site Like A Bad Smell!
Advertising Is Supposed To Attract More Sales - Not Scare Them
Away, Right?!? Right!! -- Well, Welcome To The Ultimate,
Non Intrusive, Cutting-Edge, Most Incredible Advertising
Method Available Today...

"Visitors Are Actually Excited To See Your Ads!"
NEW Version 2 Just Released!
Consumers are exposed to hundreds maybe even thousands of commercial messages per
day in one form or another -- from the boring, copy-laden radio commercial to the easily
skimmed, forgettable newspaper ad, to the billboard on the side of the bus to the logo on the
side of the building and finally to those annoying Pop-Ups you see on every other website!
Research from the University of Washington conducted in 1999 stats: “The average American
is exposed to 500 to 1,000 commercial messages a day . That's anywhere from 182,500 to
365,000 commercial messages that a person will view this year alone.” And that was way back
in 1999!!! Imagine what it probably is today! It's no wonder that people have become "Banner
Blind" and constantly block or exit from Pop-ups with their itchy trigger finger.
Isn't there something else? Something that is less intrusive yet more effective. A type of
advertisement that makes my customers WANT to see it, instead of Repelling them from your
site?
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YES! Finally There Is! It's a New Breed of Ads that's not only pleasing to the eye, but also
incredibly effective in drawing in your customer's attention, causing them to click, and most
importantly getting more of them to reach for their wallets because they're actually interacting
with your ads now instead of running from them.
Peel Away Ads! The perfect way to get that extra attention without the complaints of your
customer. Peel Away Ads are a proprietary technology that display a small animated "Peel"
also know as "Curl" or "Dog Ears" on your Web site on the Top Right Corner (see on our right
corner). If a Web site visitor moves the mouse over the Peel Away Ad it smoothly opens with a
peel-off animation.

That's Nice, But How Does It Benefit Me?
●

Increase Your Monthly Earnings Use the "Peel Away Ads" to increase your monthly
income! Make extra money with affiliate programs, products and services, or rent
advertising space in your own Hot Page Peel. The only limit is your imagination!
●

Enjoy Higher Click Through Rates - Because of human curiosity this new type of
ad generates a very high click through rate! Use it for your Web site, special
product offers, statistics and much more.
●

Install On Multiple Domains - Use our Peel Away Ads as much as you can, It doesn't
matter if you have 1 or 100 domains; go ahead and profit from them all!

●

"Piece of Cake" Setup - Add you domain information to the script in less than 5
minutes, put in the target URL, place your own graphic -> DONE! Your Peel Away
Ad is ready to make money for you!
●

Rotate Multiple Ads - Want to sell advertisement space on your site? The Peel Away
Ads script allows you to rotate multiple ads on your site.
●

Supports 98% of online Users - Supports 98% of online Users - Our Page Peel Ads
script is supported by all web browsers since it uses the Adobe Flash Player. Yes,
you reach 98% of all Internet Viewers!!

●

One Time Payment - That's right! There's no recurring costs whatsoever. Once you
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purchase Peel Away Ads, the script is yours to use for as long as you want wherever
you want.
You don't have to be genius to figure out that higher click through rates on your advertisements
mean a hire income for you.
Don't waste time on the same old junk. Banner ads are invisible, Text ads are crowded and
Pop-ups are just plain annoying . With Peel Away Ads there's money to be made!
Here is what you get when you buy Peel Away Ads today:
The Peel Away Ads Script that for you to use in as many sites you wish.
The Peel Away Rotating Ad Script to Show multiple rotating ads on your site.
The Step by Step Installation Video.
Image Templates for your corner peel and background ad.
Flash source file, for eye catching animation on your Peel Away Ad.

What's New in V2?
Place your peel in ANY corner of your website
Place your peel in ALL corners if you wish
Greater control if you need to specify where on your page you want it
You decide if it opens in the same browser window or a new one
Animated text in small peeled corner
Animated text in large background corner
You control the size and color of animated texts.
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Download For Free
HERE
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